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Consuming the History of the Party: The Consecration of Citizens 

By Mike Gow

With celebrations of the centenary of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) on 1 July 2021, the 
promotion of official party history has been prominent, with political education campaigns 

there are also, alongside traditional propaganda, different arenas where party history is being 
communicated and mediated in increasingly sophisticated forms. These include: exhibitions, 
events, and experiences where citizens have been able to encounter, absorb, and immerse 

) has 

entered popular use in recent years
(PRC) citizens consume the Party through active participation and experiences at official sites of 
historical and cultural importance. However, red tourism has been a feature of official policy and 
discourse since 2004 as part of coordinated policy efforts to mediate party history through tourism 
and historical cultural sites. This article explores these experiential forms of political 

opaganda apparatus and how such 
experiential forms represent an important and overlooked sophistication of political 
communication in contemporary China.

Achievements a -
Resolution) at the Sixth Plenum in November,199 cultural power is occupying an increasingly 

logical 

a fourth epoch of party history. In a speech given recently by PRC Ambassador to the UK Zheng 

Zeguang ( ) at a symposium on the Sixth Plenum, party history was explicitly divided into 

four stages: the first stage of a new democratic revolution (pre-1949); the second stage of the 
construction of a socialist nation (1949-

rations of Deng Xiaoping, Jiang Zemin and Hu Jintao (1978-2012), and 

199

ember 16, 2021, www.neican.org/document-
resolution-on-history/.
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to present).200 the 
Party Watch Annual Report in 2019.201

centenary, with specific attention to national-level initiatives to promote it from 2004 to 2020. 
Prior to asking how red tourism fits within the wider propaganda context, several key terms related 
to political communication in Marxist-Leninist theory are introduced to help frame the analysis: 
propaganda, agitation, and agitprop. Examples of these modes of political communication in 
relation to the CCP centenary are then briefly discussed, before I examine how prevailing 
conditions in contemporary China allow for the mediation of political communication through new, 
powerful channels such as red tourism. Finally, I consider how such experiential political 
communication functions to negotiate consensus through civic participation and consumerism, and 

-state defines 
and delimits the boundaries of good citizenship, and a form of symbolic capital which is desired, 
pursued and accumulated through consumption of CCP narratives on party history. 

The Origins of Red Tourism

Red tourism is not a new term in CCP or PRC policy, though it has become increasingly prominent 
since 2012 under the successive administrations of Xi Jinping. The term first came to attention in 

- 202

The Plan identified red tourism as a key component of patriotic education ( ) specifically 

highlighting a policy anxiety prominent throughout the administrations of Hu Jintao that the 
conventional methods of patriotic education were ineffective and essentially failing before 
discussing red to

largely limited to methods of indoctrination in the post-Tiananmen era in the compulsory and 
higher education system, was highly ineffective and not fit for purpose. There appears, at the heart 
of this call, to be recognition of a need to move away from this approach, which tells people what 
to think, and towards a strategy whereby people absorb patriotic education through lived 
experience. That the 2004-2010 Plan so clearly outlines this concern is one of the earliest 
indications in CCP/PRC policy documents illustrating concern over the shortcomings of 
classroom-based patriotic education. 

200

http://www.chinese-
embassy.org.uk/eng/dshdjjh/202111/t20211124_10452273.htm. 
201

Scrambling to Achieve a Moderately Prosperous Society, edited by Julie Bowie, Center for Advanced China 
Research, 2019, https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/183fcc_5cbdc927c3a443b89ac20129f7e61575.pdf, 35-49.
202 -2010 N -2010 ], 
Asia Dialogue, 2004, https://theasiadialogue.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/P020150630514113129776.pdf. 
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Beyond the moral and ideological justifications for promoting nationalist and revolutionary 
education through red tourism development, the plan also emphasizes key economic development 
goals, including driving economic growth and infrastructure development in areas surrounding 
important historical and cultural sites. It is notable at this stage that there is an almost complete 
merging of party history with a national narrative the CCP and PRC rendered indistinguishable 

of Resistance against Japan, and the liberation of the Chinese people with the founding of the PRC 
are all inextricably intertwined in the narrative. The 2004-2010 Plan calls for the establishment of 

100 Red Tourism Classic Scenic Spots ( ) linked together on 30 Red Tourism 

Boutique Routes ( ) spread across 12 Key Red Tourist Areas (

). 

Table 1: 2004-2010 Red Tourism Development Plan Outline 12 Key Red Tourist Areas

Key Red Tourism Area Theme

1. Shanghai-Zhejiang Red 
Tourist Area

Breaking New 
Ground, 

Founding the 
CCP

2. Red Tourism Area of 
Hunan, Jiangxi and Fujian

The Cradle of 
Revolution, 

Hometown of 
the Leaders

3. Zuojiang River Red Tourist 
Area

The Thunder of 
Baise, the Red 
Flags of Two 

Rivers

4.
Red Tourist Area of 

Northern Guizhou and 
Western Guizhou

The Turning 
Point in History 

and the Great 
Triumph

5. Snow Mountain and 
Grassland Red Tourist Area

An Arduous, 
Revolutionary 

Miracle
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6. Shaanxi-Gansu-Ningxia 
Red Tourist Area

Spirit and 
Hallowed Earth 

of the 
Revolution

7. Northeast Red Tourist Area

Heroes of the 
Resistance, 

Tracks in the 
Snowy Forest

8.
Red Tourism Area of 
Shandong, Jiangsu and 

Anhui

An Eastern 
Overture, 
Decisive 

Victory at 
Huaihai

9. Dabie Mountain Red 
Tourist Area

A Thousand 
Mile Leap, 

Hometown of 
the Generals

10. Taihang Red Tourist Area

The Smoke of 
Taihang, the 

Dawn of 
Victory

11. Sichuan-Shanxi-Chongqing 
Red Tourist Area

Sichuan-
Shaanxi Soviet, 

The Spirit of 
Red Rock 
(Hongyan)

12. Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei Red 
Tourist Area

The People are 
Victorious, the 
National Flag is 

Flying
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Each of the 12 Key Red Tourism Areas initially conceived of have a theme, referenced using eight 
characters, imbuing each area with the party-state narrative, and making reference to literature, 

including Luo Guangbin ( ) and Qu 

), and to key sites in the CCP imaginary, 

Red Tourism: A New Cultural Industry for a New Era

Two further Red Tourism Plans guided development of the sector throughout the following decade: 
- 203 -2020 

National Red Tourism Development Plan Outline. 204 While the documents themselves are 
published jointly by the General Office of the CCP Central Committee and the General Office of 

the PRC State Council, a National Red Tourism Coordination Group (

) works to coordinate all party and state organs involved in the construction of the red tourism 

sector and is led by officials holding concomitant appointments in the CCP Propaganda 

Ministry of Education, Ministry of Civil Affairs, Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural 
Development, Ministry of Culture, the Civil Aviation Authority, the Cultural Relics Bureau, the 
CCP Central Document Research Office and the CCP Central Party History Research Office.205

From 2011 onwards, the emphasis on moral and ideological education via red tourism activities 

), 

setting economic objectives for red tourism to constitute 25 percent of domestic tourism, growing 
15 percent per annum from 2011 to 2015, resulting in 800 million trips per annum by 2015, and 
growing those directly employed at red tourism sites by 500,000 workers with a further two million 
employed in supporting industries. While the 2011-2015 Plan adds little new beyond re-
emphasizing the ideological and economic objectives, it does imply the expansion of the existing 
100 red tourism sites formerly established in the initial 2004-2010 Plan. 

The 2016-2020 Plan documents the significant expansion and growth of red tourism sites in the 
preceding five-year period, with an appendix listing 300 red tourism sites spread across every 
province, municipality, autonomous region, and under the jurisdiction of the Xinjiang Production 
and Construction Corps.206 A target for 1.5 billion trips per annum to red tourism sites is set as an 

203

Tourism Development Plan Outline 2011- -2015 ], September 2011, 
document in possession of author.
204 CCP Ce -
[2016-2020 ], September 2016, document in possession of author.
205

], www.gov.cn, March 30, 2012, http://www.gov.cn/gzdt/2012-03/31/content_2104289.htm. 
206

], 2016, https://www.ndrc.gov.cn/xxgk/zcfb/tz/201612/W020190905516186103267.pdf.
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objective by 2020, increasing from 800 million visits by the end of the 2011-2015 Plan. Figure 1 
shows the geographical spread of these sites across the PRC, with all sites listed. 

Figure 1 Geographic Location of 300 Red Tourism Sites Listed in the 2016-2020 Plan

Forms of Political Communication: Propaganda, Agitation and Agitprop

as a catch-all term to describe any and all forms of communication emerging from the party-state 

Marxist-Leninist strategy and is complemented by two other forms of political communication: 
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agitation and agitprop. It is essential for any analysis of political communication in the PRC to 
first define these terms, before we can analyze the tools, channels, and messages deployed in 
relation to party history. 

Propaganda is a term which originated with the Roman Catholic Church in 1622 with the 
establishment by Pope Gregory XV of the Congregation for the Propagation of the Faith 
(Congregatio de Propaganda Fide), an arm of the church responsible for spreading the word of 
God via missionary work in non-Catholic countries.207 However, with the adoption of the term 
propaganda by Marxist revolutionary theorists in the 19th century, the term propaganda now 
carries negative connotations in English due to its association with socialist revolutionaries and 
their use of the term in reference to strategies for the dissemination of socialist political ideology. 

Propaganda and agitation are terms defined by Bolshevik theorist and founding father of Russian 
Marxism George Plekhanov208 and later adopted and weaponized by Lenin in his 1902 essay 

209 Lenin goes on at some length, primarily in a criticism of Menshevik 

and agitation:

In a word, (the propagandist) must present many ideas, so many, indeed, that they 
will be understood as an integral whole only by comparatively few persons. The 
agitator, however, speaking on the same subject, will take as an illustration a fact 
that is most glaring and most widely known to his audience, say, the death of an 

and, utilising this fact, known to all, will direct his efforts to presenting a single 
idea n the 
increase of wealth and the increase of poverty; he will strive to rouse discontent 
and indignation among the masses against this crying injustice, leaving a more 
complete explanation of this contradiction to the propagandist. Consequently, the 
propagandist operates chiefly by means of the printed word; the agitator by means 
of the spoken word.210

This functional distinction between propaganda and agitation is an important entry point for 
understanding the array of political texts we observe in contemporary China yet by no means 

207

https://www.historians.org/about-aha-and-membership/aha-history-and-archives/gi-roundtable-series/pamphlets/em-
2-what-is-propaganda-(1944)/the-story-of-propaganda. 
208 The Russian Review 13, no. 1 (1954): 38
51, https://doi.org/10.2307/125906. 
209 Marxists.org, 1902, 
https://www.marxists.org/archive/lenin/works/download/what-itd.pdf. 
210 -Unionist Politics and Social-
Marxists.org, 1902, https://www.marxists.org/archive/lenin/works/1901/witbd/iii.htm. 
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history narrative. However, we must acknowledge that these terms were originally conceived and 
defined as the ideological weapons of revolutionary movements to negotiate consensus and 
challenge state legitimacy. In contemporary China, these are the ideological weapons of a state-
building movement to negotiate consensus and galvanize state legitimacy. 

While propaganda is primarily informative and delivered to the individual via written text, 
agitation is defined as political communication to large audiences on a single issue with the aim 
of provoking an emotional response. A third term, agitprop, emerged following the Russian 
revolution as a portmanteau of these terms and was also used as shorthand for the Department of 
Agitation and Propaganda (Otdel agitatsii i propagandy)211 established by the Communist Party of 
the Soviet Union in 1920.212 Traditionally characterized as acts of agitation and propaganda 
delivered through the arts, literature and theatre, agitprop was devised with a clear objective: to 
overcome the illiteracy of the Russian population in the early 20th century and communicate the 
Bolshevik agenda expansively through the proletariat and peasantry.213

Political Communication during the CCP Centenary Year

It is necessary to understand these different tools of political communication as modes rather than 
strict categories. In contemporary China, political communication may be easily categorized as 
propaganda, agitation, or agitprop. Yet, we can also observe examples of political communication 
that do not fit comfortably in a single mode, including activities related to red tourism. Entire 
political speeches, for example, may be considered as propaganda, while specific excerpts may 
agitate, and they may be rendered in state media in edited news pieces which constitute agitprop. 
To illustrate this, we can look at the following examples of propaganda, agitation, and agitprop 
related to the CCP centenary and published between December 2020 and July 2021, along with an 

211

https://irp.fas.org/world/russia/su_glos.html. 
212 Constructing the Past 14, no. 1 (2013): 5-8, 
https://digitalcommons.iwu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1194&context=constructing. 
213 Ibid. 
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Table 2: Political Communication and CCP Centenary Discourse

Description
Mode of Political 
Communication

Source

Qiushi

Propaganda

English

Qiushi 
(2021)214

Chinese

Qiushi 
(2020)215

centenary by Jason Zhang
Agitprop

Zhang 
(2021)216

Video: Excerpt from Xi Jinping Speech on the CCP 
Agitation

Guardian
(2021)217

English subtitles)

Amalgamation of 
propaganda, 

agitation, and 
agitprop

(2021)218

214 Qiushi Qiushi, January 14, 
2021, http://en.qstheory.cn/2021-01/14/c_581654.htm. 
215 Qiushi
[ ], Qiushi, October 31, 2020, http://www.qstheory.cn/dukan/qs/2020-
10/31/c_1126680376.htm. 
216 ], www.youtube.com, January 6, 2021, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i60lMHrF0jE. 
217 Guardian, July 1, 2021, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8lyuvUDpLtI. 
218 http://en.people.cn/n3/2021/0305/c90000-
9825418.html. 
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The Qiushi commentary pieces are print texts designed to inform and persuade at the individual 

), while the video 

combines these modes, with excerpts from speeches by Xi Jinping; a montage of key points 

through image and sound designed to provoke emotional responses from either individuals or 
groups. 

The above examples are traditional forms of political communication created and delivered 
through the CCP propaganda apparatus and PRC state-media outlets. Qiushi (2021, 2020) is the 
theoretical journal of the CCP, while 
Similarly, the song by Jason Zhang was written by Xinhua Senior Reporter Cheng Kaixing,219

Television (CCTV), both PRC media outlets under control of the CCP Propaganda Department 
(CCPPD) and the PRC State Council. 

Red Tourism: Consuming the Party through Experiential Political Communication

While policy documents are useful in forming our understanding of what the state is attempting 
with its red tourism initiatives, an arguably more important question relates to how people are 
engaging with red tourism. It is here where we need to consider the role of the market and how the 

In June 2021, the tourism and travel company Tuniu (

site and app, Tuniu has developed red tourism packages 
and marketed them aggressively with dedicated sites and tour packages.220

219 - ], QQ Music, January 6, 2021. 
https://y.qq.com/n/ryqq/albumDetail/001Hfmss11Z6aZ. 
220 ], Tuniu.com, 2021, 
https://www.tuniu.com/theme/hongselvyou/. 
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Figure 2 221

Tuniu offers an extensive range of tours, from admissions tickets to full week tours including 
flights, accommodation, and travel between red tourism sites. Tours are often organized in the 12 
Key Red Tourist Areas originally defined in the 2004-2010 Plan. The following example of a 12-

day tour in the Hunan-Jiangxi-Fujian Key Red Tourist Area ( ) illustrates the 

way in which many people encounter and experience these tours as part of their consumerism and 
as a form of symbolic capital, and which are offered by Tuniu and via other travel platforms across 
Mainland China. 

Figure 3 12-Day Tour in Hunan-Jiangxi-Fujian Key Red Tourist Area222

221  , ], Tuniu.com, 2021, 
https://www.tuniu.com/szt/hongselvyou/2500.html. 
222 - Shaoshan - Zhangjiajie - Fenghuang Old Town - Lushan - Jingdezhen - Jinggangshan - Wuyuan 
Round Trip Flight 12-Day Tour> Red Tourism, Hunan, Jiangxi, Dalian Line, Remember the Great Men, Recall Past 

- - - - - - - 12
> ], Tuniu.com, 2021, 

https://www.tuniu.com/tour/210769169. 
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The package, highlighted in green, is a 12-day tour including flights to Hunan, and returning from 
Jiangxi, with luxury accommodation and travel to and between all red tourist sites. On all days, at 
least two meals are included in the cost, with the exception of Day 8 where tourists are at leisure 
to explore Nanchang, Jiangxi.

Figure 4 Hunan-Jiangxi 12-Day Tour Itinerary223

Day Activity Accommodation

1 Arrive at Changsha Airport 5 Star hotel in Changsha, Hunan

2
Changsha > Shaoshan > Huanglong Caves 

(Zhangjiajie)
5 Star hotel in Zhangjiajie, Hunan

3 Wulingyuan Scenic Area (Zhangjiajie) 5 Star hotel in Zhangjiajie, Hunan

4 Tianmenshan Scenic Area 5 Star hotel in Fenghuang, Hunan

5 Fenghuang Old Town 5 Star hotel in Changsha, Hunan

6
Hi-Speed Rail Changsha, Hunan> 

Nanchang, Jiangxi
5 Star hotel in Nanchang, Jiangxi

7
Jinggangshan Museum

4-5 Star hotel in Jinggangshan

8 Nanchang City (Rest Day) 4-5 Star hotel in Nanchang, Jiangxi

9
Lushan Conference Site, Wulong Lake, 

Jiujiang.
4-5 Star hotel in Lushan, Jiangxi

10 Jingdezhen Ceramics, Wuyuan 4-5 Star hotel in Wuyuan, Jiangxi

223 Ibid.
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11 Huangling Ancient Village, Wuyuan 5 Star hotel in Nanchang, Jiangxi

12 Fly/Hi-speed rail from Nanchang -------

In 2021, Tuniu reported that the post-90s generation accounted for 24 percent of its red tourism 
sales, while those born in the 70s and 80s accounted for 35 percent, and those over the age of 50 
accounted for 41 percent of sales.224 Similarly, Ctrip claims the proportion of red tourists from the 
post-80s and post-90s generations made up 50 percent of all sales in 2020.225 Reports attribute the 
increase in popularity amongst the younger generation to media and entertainment, including 
cinema and television series,226 which are fostering a sense of pride in national achievements.

The mobilization of the private sector in this and other instances 227 involves an articulation 
between the objectives of hegemonic projects of the state and the objectives of actors in the private 
sector. The state develops industrial policy which organizes and deploys resources through 
institutions and according to the ideas that frame national development. Their objective is to create 
a cultural industry or sector which contributes to the goals laid out in state policy in this case to 
build consensus for the state view. However, tour companies, travel operators, event organizers 
and entrepreneurs engaged in the tourism sector do not necessarily set out to deliver these 
objectives, but work towards their own goals. The state effectively creates opportunity for these 
actors and competition over resources and opportunities, which drives the entire tourism sector 
along a trajectory deemed desirable by the state. The state does not care which organizations or 
individuals succeed in these endeavours, only that some succeed and, as an unintended 

sector as a whole. 

From Revolution to Rejuvenation: Political Communication for Patriotic Consensus

Over the past decade, we have witnessed cultural power rise to occupy an increasingly central role 
in policy formation under Xi Jinping. The 2021 Resolution not only draws a line between the 
economic preoccupation of the Deng-Jiang-Hu era, but also subtly critiques the Era of Reform and 
Opening Up, particularly in relation to the existential threats posed to the CCP, and therefore to 

224 2021
], www.163.com, June 29, 2021, 

https://www.163.com/dy/article/GDLD6A010524BKEM.html. 
225 ], Economic Information, June 
16, 2021, http://www.jjckb.cn/2021-06/16/c_1310009971.htm. 
226

227 For an example of this exami

Journal of Sport and Social Issues 43, no. 6 (August 5, 2019): 
493 514, https://doi.org/10.1177/0193723519867588. 
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the PRC, from internal corruption. Along with references to a more hostile external geopolitical 
environment, the need for moral leadership from the Party, and for a strong, shared sense of 
national identity, cultural power will continue to grow in importance as we move beyond the 20th 
Party Congress in late 2022. 

Yet, while this analysis utilizes terminology and ideas drawn from Marxist-Leninist concepts on 
political communication, it is vital to explicitly acknowledge that the PRC in the 21st century is a 
different world from that of early Marxist revolutionaries. Not only is the purpose of political 
communication diametrically opposed to that of early Leninist theorists with the CCP today 
focused on fostering orderly consent as opposed to provoking organized dissent the conditions 
and characteristics of both the target population and the terrain of mediation are profoundly 

-reform development has 
led to an emergent and developing consumerism unique in the history of socialist nation-states. 

The orthodox forms of Leninist political communication discussed in this article propaganda, 
agitation, and agitprop all operate in a single direction, moving from creator to audience. Yet we 

228

communication, messages are created and injected directly into the minds of the audience for the 
purposes of indoctrination: the message received by the audience has exactly the intended impact 
and effect, serving to indoctrinate society. This simplistic view of political communication has 
been largely dismissed by media scholars on the basis that it reduces members of society to passive 
dupes, easily manipulated by those who control the media, yet it is a conceptualization that 
pervades analysis and commentary on political communication in contemporary China. This 
potentially leads to the contradiction whereby observers perceive any and all political 
communication as forms of indoctrination against which recipients are powerless, whilst 
simultaneously being able to dismiss such materials as insincere, nominally Marxist CCP rhetoric. 

The Consecration of Citizens: The Sophistication of Political Communication

While this is perhaps understandable when viewing content produced and disseminated via state 
media, it is less helpful in framing our understanding of red tourism. While red tourism sites 
themselves may be configured via different modes of propaganda, agitation, and agitprop, they are 
far more than the sum of their constituent parts. More importantly, they function to foster orderly 
consent and acceptance of the CCP narrative on party and national history through a method which 
transcends simple indoctrination and occurs via a process of interpellation. This term, introduced 
by Marxist scholar Philip Althusser,229 refers to a situation where people encounter and then 

228 Critical Studies in Mass 
Communication 6, no. 3 (September 1989): 225 46, https://doi.org/10.1080/15295038909366750. 
229

https://lucian.uchicago.edu/blogs/mediatheory/keywords/interpellation/. 

Mike Gow
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internalize the official ideology and culture which serves to consecrate them as citizens. In contrast 
to direct indoctrination which reifies ideology as something which can be deposited in our minds 
by propagandists, interpellation frames ideology as a social process whereby our acceptance and 
internalization of ideology locates us in relation to power. We are encouraged to accept ideas as if 
they were our own. For example, ideas of citizenship, race, gender, social status, class are 
presented through myriad media and channels, with the extent of our acceptance of these ideas 
forming our identity and status within society.

Red tourism offers an arena for the interpellation of citizens in contemporary China through the 
accumulation of forms of capital, including connecting with others in a similar social stratum. The 
tours and experiences discussed above are a commodified form of political communication, while 
simultaneously being forms of cultural, social, and symbolic capital. In the pursuit of 
distinguishing themselves from others and establishing their status in society, people are willing 
to exchange economic capital (money) in order to accumulate these more valuable and intangible 
forms of cultural and social capital. In this case, people purchase experiences which bring them 
into contact with both cultural capital and fellow consumers, helping identify them and their 
position within society. Knowledge, understanding, and appreciation of party history and the 
national narrative is a form of embodied cultural capital which indicates to others their membership 
in a group in this case as patriotic citizens of the PRC. Similarly, red tourism is a social activity 
which brings people into contact with others who also seek to establish their status as patriotic 
citizens, helping participants not only accumulate but also visibly demonstrate their social capital. 
The Party and state circumscribe this arena of capital accumulation, demonstrating their symbolic 
power. This symbolic power is locate
authority to delimit the history, truth and normative knowledge of the PRC. As Pierre Bourdieu 
argues: 

power to impose upon other minds a vision, old or new, of social divisions depends 
on the social authority acquired in previous struggles. Symbolic capital is a credit; 
it is the power granted to those who have obtained sufficient recognition to be in 
a position to impose recognition. Symbolic power is the power to make things with 

symbolic power is a power of consecration or revelation, 

class, a gender, a region, or a nation begins to exist as such, for those who belong 
to it as well as for the others, only when it is distinguished, according to one 
principle or another, from other groups, that is, through knowledge and 
recognition.230

230 Sociological Theory 7, no. 1 (1989): 14 25, 
https://doi.org/10.2307/202060. 

Mike Gow
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For those who engage in red tourism, they are reified as both interpellated subjects of the state and 
empowered citizens who possess key forms of cultural and social capital, which function as 
symbolic capital precisely because the Party and state have deployed their symbolic power to 
commodify certain knowledge and ideas certain cultural capital as the adornments of a true 
citizen. These adornments, the symbolic capital of good citizenship, are demonstrated through 
their knowledge of, appreciation for, and consensus with history and culture in line with official 
discourse. Conversely, from the perspective of the Party and state, the ability to determine who is 

red tourism as a cultural industry rather than simply a site of indoctrination, the Party and state are 
not only developing new ways of mediating the state narrative but are creating competition over, 
and cultivating a desire for, symbolic capital, the accumulation of which consecrates citizens of 
the New Era, determining who is and, crucially, who is not

was a term used by Bourdieu in defining his concept of symbolic capital. It is perhaps useful to 
expand upon this analogy to help discuss the role of political communication in contemporary 
China.  

Pr
who must have a comprehensive knowledge of party doctrine which ordains them as high priests 
of CCP dogma. Agitation constitutes the sermons preached through the PR
constellation of state media, aimed at resonating with subjects and groups across society, while 
agitprop serves to provoke emotional responses and a sense of unity and shared identity. With red 
tourism we could view this as a ritual that sanctifies individuals and consecrates them as citizens, 
in much the same way that membership, attendance, participation and the performance of rituals 
in the Catholic Church serve as manifestations of their faith. For example, the Eucharist (the 
Catholic ritual of Holy Communion that serves as the climactic event of the mass), involves the 
consumption of bread and wine elements which the Church teaches both represent and, in some 
sense, become the body and blood of Jesus Christ is a ritual that consecrates members of the 
congregation as followers of Christ. Yet these congregants are importantly not ordained as priests. 
Similarly, red tourism can be viewed as a ritual that consecrates citizens of the PRC through active 
participation. They are not ordained as priests, nor do they become the guardians of the doctrine 
and dogma. They are followers acolytes whose faith in the Party and the state determines their 
status as good citizens of the PRC in the New Era. 

This framing of citizens as followers indisputably reveals the CCP as the moral and ideological 

legislation, regulation, and government policy, that the coercive powers and capacity for physical 
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a power that is becoming significantly more sophisticated, expanded, and amplified, is its capacity 
for symbolic violence deployed via the ideological state apparatus and through contemporary 

sites where different forms of propaganda, agitation and agitprop are molded for the purposes of 
indoctrination. However, such an oversimplification fails to account for red tourism as one of many 
cultural arenas in which symbolic violence transforms members of society into citizens for Xi 

aracteristics for a New Era.
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